
 

 

 
 
Notice of Race - Amendment No. 1 
 
The Notice of Race is amended to include the following racing rules changes which  
have been authorized by ISAF and that will apply to the Cruising Superyacht Class 
only: 
 
A. Change the definition Keep Clear 
 
Keep Clear One boat keeps clear of another if the other can sail her course with no 
need to take avoiding action and with no less than forty (40) meters between the 
boats. 
 
B. Change the definition Room 
 
Room The space a boat needs in the existing conditions while maneuvering promptly 
in a seamanlike way with no less than forty (40) meters between the boats. 
 
C. Change the definition Mark Room 
 
Mark Room Room for a boat to sail to the mark, and then room to sail her proper 
course while at the mark with no less than forty (40) meters between the boats. 
 
D. Change the definition Zone or change rule 86.1(b) to allow a larger Zone. 
 
Zone The area around a mark within a distance of three hundred (300) metres to it. A 
boat is in the zone when any part of her hull is in the zone.” 
 
E. Proper course for boats being overtaken. Replace rule 17 with: 
 
17 ON THE SAME TACK; PROPER COURSE WHEN BEING OVERTAKEN 
 
17.1 A boat being overtaken shall sail her proper course from the time the overtaking 
boat is within eighty (80) meters of her until the overtaking boat is clear ahead or 
more than eighty (80) meters from her. This rule does not apply if the boat being 
overtaken is required by rule 13 to keep clear or if rules 10, 18, 19 or 20 apply. 
 
17.2 An overtaking boat shall not sail within forty (40) meters of the other boat." 
 
The Sailing Instructions will include the above rules changes. 
 
 
 
Organizing Authority  
       
 

Posted: 11.00 hours on 15th May, 2012  



 
 
 
Notice of Race - Amendment No. 2 
 
 
3. ELIGIBILITY 
 
Delete and replace 3.3 
 
3.3 Boats in the Cruising/Superyacht Division and the Racer/Cruiser Category of the 
Performance Division shall have cruising interiors found in traditional cruising 
superyachts. Determination of what constitutes a cruising interior will be at the sole 
discretion of the Organizing Authority. All boats in the Performance Division will 
start and be scored together with additional trophies offered for the Racing and 
Cruiser/Racer Categories within the Performance Division. 
 
Delete and replace 16 
 
16.  TROPHIES AND PRIZES 
16.1 The Loro Piana Prize: The Silver Jubilee Cup by Boat International Media for 
the top scoring boat in the Cruising/Superyacht Division. 
 
16.2  The Loro Piana Cup for the top scoring boat in the Performance Division. 
 
16.3  Trophies for the 2nd and 3rd scored boats in the Performance and 
Cruising/Superyacht Divisions. 
 
16.4  Trophies for the top scoring boats in the Racing and Cruiser/Racer categories 
within the Performance Division. 
 
16.5  The Southern Wind Trophies for the top 3 scored Southern Wind built yachts. 
 
16.6  The IMA Trophy for the top scoring boat owned by an IMA member. 
 
16.7  The YCCS Trophy for the top scoring boat owned by a YCCS member. 
 
16.8  The YCCS Superyacht Trophy for the top scoring boat over 31 meters in the 
Cruising/Superyacht Division. 
 
 
 
 
    __________________________ Organizing Authority  
           Principal Race Officer  Posted: 1700 4th June, 2012
  

 


